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Conflict Update # 79 

June 3rd, 2022 

Conflict Assessment 

Key Takeaways 

Russian forces conducted unsuccessful 
assaults southeast and southwest of Izyum and 

west of Lyman but remain unlikely to secure 

major advances towards Slovyansk. 

Russian forces made minor gains in the 

eastern part of Severodonetsk, but Ukrainian 

forces continues to launch localized 

counterattacks in Severodonetsk and its 

outskirts. 

Russian forces did not attempt to launch 

assaults on Avdiivka. 

Russian forces failed to regain lost 

positions in northeastern Kherson Oblast and 

continued to defend previously occupied 

positions. 

Russian occupation authorities began 

issuing Russian passports in Kherson City and 

Melitopol, though they continue to face 

challenges establishing societal control over 

occupied territories and ending Ukrainian 

partisan actions. 

Subordinate Main Effort—Southern 

Kharkiv, Donetsk, Luhansk Oblasts - 

Russian forces today attempted a series of 

unsuccessful assaults on Barvinkove 

(southwest of Izyum) and several settlements 

southeast of Izyum. The Ukrainian General 

Staff (UGS) reported that Russian forces 

attempted to resume an offensive operation towards Barvinkove but did not secure any gains. Their attack against 

Sviatohirsk, approximately 27km southeast of Izyum along the major road to Slovyansk, also failed. Ukrainian Defense 

Ministry Spokesperson Oleksandr Motuzyanyk reported that Ukrainian forces repelled their assaults on Bohorodychne 

and Dolyna, both located along the Izyum-Slovyansk highway, and Studenok, approximately 18km southeast of Izyum.  

Russian forces likely attempted to assault Sviatohirsk from both the northwest from Izyum and east from Lyman, as the 

forward positions of Russian forces on the Lyman front in Bohorodychne are only 5km west of the settlement. UGS 
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reported that Russian forces are accumulating up to 20 

battalion tactical groups (BTGs) in the Izyum area, but 

these units are highly unlikely to be fully staffed or 

equipped. They may be generating forces and renewing 

attacks towards Barvinkove, as opposed to continued 

stalled attacks directly towards Slovyansk from Izyum, in 

an attempt to bypass Ukrainian defenses. Russian forces 

are unlikely to make major gains on the Izyum front in the 

coming days, however. 

Russian forces continued to carry out ground assaults in 

Severodonetsk with partial success. UGS reported that 

Russian forces conducted assaults on the eastern part of 

the city and achieved some unspecified successes. 

Attacking in Metolkine, just southeast of Severodonetsk, 

they did not make any territorial gains and retreated to 

previously controlled positions. Luhansk Oblast 

Administration Head Serhiy Haidai reported that Ukrainian 

defenders are conducting local counterattacks and retook 

several blocks in an unspecified location, though ISW cannot 

confirm the exact control of terrain within Severodonetsk 

and Russian forces likely control much of the city.  

The Luhansk People’s Republic (LNR) Ambassador to Russia, 

Rodion Miroshnik, claimed that Russian and LNR forces are 

conducting assaults on the outskirts of Severodonetsk and are advancing towards the Azot Chemical Plant to suppress 

any Ukrainian resistance, intentionally comparing it to the past Ukrainian defense of the Azovstal Steel Plant in Mariupol.  

A social media video also depicted Russian forces transporting pontoon bridge equipment to the Severodonetsk area to 

support future attempts to cross the Siverskyi Donetsk River and begin an assault on Lysychansk. They also failed to take 

control of the eastern bank of the Siverskyi Donets River in continued assaults. UGS reported that elements of the 1st 

and 2nd Army Corps (the armed forces of the DNR and LNR), the Russian 8th, 58th, and 5th Combined Arms Armies, the 

90th Tank Division, and unspecified airborne troops area all committed to ongoing operations to capture Severodonetsk 

and Lysychansk. These units are likely heavily degraded from earlier operations and operating without repalcements or 

rotations to rest frontline units after over three months of fighting. 
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Russian forces conducted several offensive operations towards Bakhmut, Soledar, and Lysychansk from Popasna, but did 

not secure any new territory. UGS claimed that unspecified elements of the 150th Motorized Rifle Division of the 

Combined Arms Army suffered up to 50% losses of personnel and equipment in Popasna, though this statement is unlikely 

to refer to the division as a whole. Russian forces did not conduct offensive operations west or east of Avdiivka.  

A Donetsk People’s Republic (DNR) commander claimed on Russian state television that Russian and DNR forces are 

slowly advancing near Avdiivka due to strong “Right Sector” resistance (a common Kremlin talking point claiming that 

any Ukrainian successes are due to actions by nationalist units) in the area. 

Supporting Effort #1—Kharkiv City - Russian forces continued to launch air strikes and fire artillery at Kharkiv City 

and northern Kharkiv Oblast on June 3. Russian military Telegram channel Swodki claimed that Russians forces are 

conducting an offensive operation against Fedorivka and Shestakove, approximately 30km east of Kharkiv City, but 

Ukrainian officials reported that Russian forces focused on defending their previously occupied positions. Ukrainian 

Defense Ministry Spokesperson Oleksandr Motuzyanyk reported that Ukrainian defenders continued to confront Russian 

units of the 6th Combined Arms Army, Baltic Fleet, and the Donetsk People’s Republic’s 1st Army Corps. 

Supporting Effort #2—Southern Axis - Russian 

forces unsuccessfully attempted to regain lost 

positions in northeastern Kherson Oblast, but largely 

focused on defending occupied positions throughout 

southern Ukraine. Dnipropetrovsk Oblast Council 

Chairman Mykola Lukashuk said that Ukrainian 

defenders repelled Russian assaults on settlements 

near the Kherson-Dnipropetrovsk Oblast border on 

June 3. Ukraine’s Southern Operational Command 

also stated that Russian forces unsuccessfully 

engaged in a skirmish in Lozove, a liberated 

settlement on the eastern Inhulets Riverbank and 

near the eastern Mykolaiv-Kherson Oblast border. 

UGS reported that Russian forces are moving 

reserves to advanced positions and are intensifying 

air reconnaissance to prevent further Ukrainian 

counteroffensives in northeastern Kherson Oblast. 

Ukrainian counteroffensives in northeastern 

Kherson Oblast began in late May and have likely 

pushed Russian forces back to defensive positions on 

the eastern bank of the Inhulets River. 

Activity in Russian-occupied areas - Russian 

occupation authorities began distributing Russian 

passports in occupied Kherson and Zaporizhia 

Oblasts on June 3. Ukrainian and Russian sources 

reported that Russian occupation forces opened 

passport offices in Kherson City and Melitpol and a plan to open more centers throughout Zaporizhia Oblast. Russian-

appointed Crimean leader Sergey Aksyonov claimed that Crimea will assist in organizing passport centers in the newly 

occupied territories. Russian passportization efforts are prompting an increase in partisan activity in southern Ukraine. 

The Ukrainian Resistance Center reported that Ukrainian partisans called on Kherson citizens to burn down a passport 
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center. Russian Telegram channels additionally reported that partisans are threatening civilians that have received 

Russian passports. 

The Kremlin is reportedly sending officials to administer Ukrainian agribusiness. Ukrainian Deputy Defense Minister 

Hanna Malyar stated that Russian representatives from the Caucasus are relocating to Kherson Oblast to manage 

agricultural production in southern Ukraine. The Ukrainian Embassy in Beirut said that Russia has already exported about 

100,000 tons of Ukrainian wheat to Syria. The Russian Foreign Ministry claimed that Ukrainians used agricultural products 

to purchase Western military equipment, likely in an effort to justify Russian forces seizing Ukrainian businesses. Russian 

occupation authorities continue to face challenges in establishing bureaucratic control over southern Ukraine. The 

Ukrainian Resistance Center reported that Russian occupation authorities are forced to bring “Russian specialists” to 

Zaporizhia Oblast because Ukrainians overwhelmingly refuse to cooperate with Russian forces. The Ukrainian Resistance 

Center added that these ”Russian specialists” will undergo regular rotations from their jobs in Russia to occupied 

territories. 

The Kremlin carried out measures to further assert permanent control over occupied Luhansk Oblast and economically 

link occupied Ukrainian territory to Russia itself at the local level. Moscow Mayor Sergei Sobyanin signed an agreement 

on trade, economic, scientific, technical and cultural cooperation between Moscow and Luhansk City with the Head of 

the Luhansk People’s Republic (LNR), Leonid Pasechnik, on June 3. ISW previously reported that officials in occupied 

Mariupol and St. Petersburg signed a similar pact on June 1. The Kremlin also opened a United Russia Party “humanitarian 

headquarters” in Popasna and sent representatives of the Russian Investigative Committee to Rubizhne. 

They’re jamming everything: How secretive electronic warfare shapes war in Ukraine - On Ukraine’s 

battlefields, the simple act of powering up a cellphone can beckon a rain of deathly fire. Artillery radar and remote 

controls for unmanned aerial vehicles may also invite showers of shrapnel. 

This is electronic warfare, a critical but largely invisible aspect of Russia’s war against Ukraine. Military commanders 

largely shun discussing it, fearing they’ll jeopardize operations by revealing secrets. 

Electronic warfare technology targets communications, navigation and guidance systems to locate, blind and deceive the 

enemy and direct lethal blows. It is used against artillery, fighter jets, cruise missiles, drones and more. Militaries also use 

it to protect their forces. 

It’s an area where Russia was thought to have a clear advantage going into the war. Yet, for reasons not entirely clear, its 

much-touted electronic warfare prowess was barely seen in the war’s early stages in the chaotic failure to seize the 

Ukrainian capital of Kyiv. 

It has become far more of a factor in fierce fighting in eastern Ukraine, where shorter, easier-to-defend supply lines let 

Russia move electronic warfare gear closer to the battlefield. 

“They are jamming everything their systems can reach,” said an official of Aerorozvidka, a reconnaissance team of 

Ukrainian unmanned aerial vehicle tinkerers, who spoke on the condition of anonymity because of safety concerns. “We 

can’t say they dominate, but they hinder us greatly.” 

A Ukrainian intelligence official called the Russian threat “pretty severe” when it comes to disrupting reconnaissance 

efforts and commanders’ communications with troops. Russian jamming of GPS receivers on drones that Ukraine uses to 

locate the enemy and direct artillery fire is particularly intense “on the line of contact,” he said. 

Ukraine has scored some successes in countering Russia’s electronic warfare efforts. It has captured important pieces of 

hardware — a significant intelligence coup — and destroyed at least two multi-vehicle mobile electronic warfare units. 
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Electronic war has three basic elements: probe, attack and protect. First, intelligence is gathered by locating enemy 

electronic signals. On attack, “white noise” jamming disables and degrades enemy systems, including radio and cellphone 

communications, air defense and artillery radars. Then there is spoofing, which confuses and deceives. When it works, 

munitions miss their targets. 

Russia may be in Ukraine to stay after 100 days of war - When Putin sent troops into Ukraine in late February, 

he vowed his forces would not occupy the country. But as the invasion reached its 100th day Friday, Moscow seemed 

increasingly unwilling to relinquish the territory it has taken in the war. 

The ruble is now an official currency in the southern Kherson region, alongside the Ukrainian hryvnia. Residents there 

and in Russia-controlled parts of the Zaporizhzhia region are being offered expedited Russian passports. The Kremlin-

installed administrations in both regions have talked about plans to become part of Russia. 

The Moscow-backed leaders of separatist areas in eastern Ukraine’s Donbas region, which is mostly Russian-speaking, 

have expressed similar intentions. Putin recognized the separatists’ self-proclaimed republics as independent two days 

before launching the invasion, and fierce fighting has been underway in the east for weeks as Russia seeks to “liberate” 

all of the Donbas. 

The Kremlin has largely kept mum about its plans for the cities, towns and villages it has bombarded, encircled and finally 

captured. Kremlin spokesman Dmitry Peskov has said it will be up to the people living in seized areas to decide their 

status. 

Ukrainian President Volodymyr Zelenskyy said this week that enemy forces now control almost 20% of the country’s 

territory. Before the war, Russia controlled 7%, including the Crimea Peninsula and parts of the Donbas. 

But in a video message marking the war’s first 100 days, Zelenskyy made it clear Ukraine will not submit easily. 

“We have defended Ukraine for 100 days already. Victory will be ours,” he said. 

U.S. President Joe Biden, meanwhile, said he believes “there’s going to have to be a negotiated settlement” to end the 

war. Asked if Ukraine should give up territory in exchange for peace, the president said, “It’s their territory” and “I’m not 

going to tell them what they should and shouldn’t do.” 

Initially, at least, annexing more land from Ukraine was not believed to be the main goal of the invasion. It was widely 

thought that the Kremlin intended to install a pro-Moscow government in Kyiv that would prevent Ukraine from joining 

NATO and pulling further away from Russia’s influence. 

But now, Moscow is unlikely to let go of its military gains, according to political analysts. 

“Of course (Russia) intends to stay,” said Andrei Kolesnikov, senior fellow at the Carnegie Endowment for International 

Peace. To Russia, “it’s a pity to give away what has been occupied, even if it was not part of the original plan.” 

Russian forces captured much of Kherson and neighboring Zaporizhzhia early in the war, gaining control over most of 

Ukraine’s Sea of Azov coast and securing a partial land corridor to the Crimean Peninsula, which Russia annexed from 

Ukraine in 2014. They completed the takeover last month with the capture of the port city of Mariupol following a three-

month siege. 

Impacts 

'Brace yourself': Corporate America sounds the alarm on the economy - Some of the U.S.'s most outspoken 

corporate leaders have started intensifying alarms about decades-high inflation and impending interest rate hikes. 

Corporate America has suddenly and drastically changed its tune on the U.S. economy. 
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Executives from Jamie Dimon and Elon Musk to Gary Friedman, the head of furniture retailer RH, all cautioned investors 

this week to be wary of an economic downturn. After months of strong consumer spending and supply-chain 

improvements, some of the country’s most outspoken corporate leaders have started intensifying alarms about decades-

high inflation and impending interest rate hikes. 

“We’ve got a long ways to go in raising interest rates to fight inflation,” Friedman said on RH’s earnings call Thursday. 

“And I think you just have to be prepared for anything right now.” 

Musk reportedly told employees at Tesla Inc. this week that he has a “super bad feeling” about the economy and needs 

to cut 10 per cent of jobs at the electric carmaker, according to Reuters. 

The sense of doom has been especially evident in the banking sector, where Dimon told investors this week that they 

should be preparing for an economic “hurricane.” 

“That hurricane is right out there down the road coming our way,” the JPMorgan Chase & Co. chief executive officer said 

Wednesday, citing rising interest rates and fallout from Russia’s invasion of Ukraine. “We don’t know if it’s a minor one 

or Superstorm Sandy. You better brace yourself.” 

It’s Time to End the Age of Impunity - For years Vladimir Putin’s malevolent advance was met with little or no 

resistance. Under his leadership Russia invaded Georgia, annexed Crimea, poisoned political opponents and committed 

war crimes in Syria. Yet each time Russia encountered only token opposition. 

It was the West’s lack of courage, and the dream of a Greater Russia informed by an erratic reading of history, that 

prompted Mr Putin to launch a full-scale invasion of Ukraine. But this time the response has been different. 

Faced with its gravest threat since the Second World War, and the heroic resistance of the Ukrainian people, Europe has 

awoken from its slumber. Rather than token reprisals, it has imposed bold and unprecedented economic sanctions. 

Several Russian banks have been expelled from Swift, the global financial messaging system, and the country’s own 

central bank has been sanctioned. This has prevented Mr Putin from using most of the $640bn “war chest” of foreign 

currency reserves that he accumulated. Even traditionally neutral Switzerland has replicated the EU’s sanctions (targeting 

the $11bn held by Russian companies and individuals in Swiss banks). 

“I need ammunition, not a ride,” declared Zelensky, the Ukrainian president, as he declined a US evacuation offer. The 

West is beginning to heed his call. 

For the first time in its history, the EU has approved the use of its funds to buy lethal arms, promising to supply 70 fighter 

jets to Ukraine. In Germany, meanwhile, Olaf Scholz’s recently formed Social Democrat-Green government has overcome 

the country’s long-standing pacifism by announcing that it will send 1,000 anti-tank weapons and 500 Stinger missiles to 

Kyiv. As he addressed the Bundestag, Mr Scholz spoke of a “Zeitenwende” – not merely a turning point but the start of a 

new era. Germany, he rightly pledged, will now spend more than 2 per cent of its GDP on defense (compared to 1.4 per 

cent at present), a €100bn promise that will make his country the largest military spender in Europe. For too long 

European states have been hiding behind the US’s nuclear umbrella. 

A new era has begun and there should be no return to the old ways. Owing to the EU’s continued reliance on Russian gas 

(which accounts for 40 per cent of its imports and 65 per cent of Germany’s), energy is exempt from the sanctions. For 

reasons of democracy as well as sustainability, the continent must accelerate its shift away from fossil fuels and break its 

dependence on autocratic petrostates such as Russia. 

Faced with European and Ukrainian resistance, Putin will deploy ever more brutal methods in his quest for victory. His 

bloodstained record in Chechnya and later in Syria, where Russia reportedly used thermobaric missiles against anti-Assad 

rebels, shows that he has no regard for innocent civilian life. British MPs such as Tobias Ellwood, the ubiquitous chair of 
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the Defence Select Committee, have responded by calling for the West to impose a no-fly zone over Ukraine. That would 

be reckless, risking a direct conflict between Russia and NATO – and possible world war. As Fiona Hill, the former US 

national security official, has warned, there is every reason to believe that Mr Putin is prepared to use nuclear weapons. 

But the West should not be a passive observer as Russia intensifies its assault. It should supply Ukraine with the arms it 

needs to defend itself and offer sanctuary to the millions of refugees the conflict will create. 

Yet while the EU is preparing to give Ukrainians the right to remain for up to three years, the UK has failed to waive visas 

for asylum seekers. Indeed, the British government’s Nationality and Borders Bill would actively criminalize refugees who 

arrive via “irregular” routes such as in small boats or the back of lorries. There has never been a better time to withdraw 

it. 

Over the past decade, autocrats such as Mr Putin, China’s Xi Jinping and Syria’s murderous Bashar al-Assad have acted 

with impunity as the democratic nations of the West have appeased them. As authoritarianism spread, too many leaders 

were complacent, while others, such as Donald Trump, were complicit. 

Mr Putin’s advance has shown the cost of inaction. If the West is to honor those Ukrainians risking their lives for 

democracy, the age of impunity must finally end. (The New Statesman). 

Putin 

Putin losing confidence in Ukraine war, former Russian PM says - Mikhail Kasyanov, who served as prime 

minister under Vladimir Putin in the early 2000s, told DW he believed that the Russian president had "already started to 

realize that he's losing this war." 

Former Russian Prime Minister Mikhail Kasyanov said that Vladimir Putin's confidence in the war in Ukraine has been 

shaken. In an interview with DW on Friday from an undisclosed location in Europe, he said the Russian president may 

have been misled by his generals about the state of the war. 

Kasyanov served as Putin's first prime minister from 2000 to 2004 before being sacked and going on to form an opposition 

party and run for president in 2008. He became a vocal opponent, and now lives in exile. 

He told DW that Putin was not speaking from a position of strength and even seemed "a little bit nervous" during a 

military parade speech he gave to commemorate "Victory Day," the end of World War II on May 9. 

In the speech, Putin doubled down on the war, falsely claiming that Ukraine could have nuclear weapons and that the 

country is being led by neo-Nazis. The Russian president said the invasion was the "only right decision," claiming that the 

West was planning to invade Russia. 

"The reaction of Mr. Putin and his speech was absolutely weak," Kasyanov said, adding that Putin was "already started 

to realize that he's losing this war." 

Kasyanov supported the theory many analysts hold about how Putin's inner circle has withheld information or not 

provided him a full picture of the state of the war, for fear of delivering bad news. 

"I'm sure he was misled," Kasyanov said, adding that Putin "believed that his army [was] in a great shape" and that the 

invasion would take very little time. 

It all comes weeks after Russia retreated from Kyiv and refocused its energy in the eastern part of the country. 

With Russia experiencing several defeats on the battlefield, Kasyanov warned that Putin could look to push the conflict 

into a new phase. 
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"Now we're coming to another stage — this competition of rivalry, of economic potentials, military potentials," he said, 

noting that the decision by western countries to send heavy weapons to Ukraine will give Kyiv "a decisive advantage" 

going forward. 

Having worked together with Putin, Kasyanov said the Russian leader had undergone a drastic change. "I worked with 

him 20 years ago. It was completely a different person. It was a completely different situation at that time," he said.  

"We had parliament, independent parliament — we had independent media, we had a judiciary. Today is completely 

different world," he said. "Mr. Putin destroyed all features of democratic state and now just we have [an] absolutely 

authoritarian regime and gradually moving to a totalitarian one." 

Leaked Audio Footage Reveals How Even Russian Army Officers Are Disgusted With Vladimir Putin’s 

Disastrous Ukraine War - Behind the scenes, Putin’s inner circle is really not thrilled with his war on Ukraine, and 

we’re slowly hearing more about this internal mess. That includes word of a few significant developments:  

• Putin’s inner circle is reportedly maneuvering to install a successor based upon the ongoing dismal invasion; and 

• U.S. intelligence officers claim to have viewed documents showing that Putin’s “rule is no longer absolute” (also 

partially due to his health and an assassination attempt). 

Not only that, but previously leaked audio showed how Russian troops are so fed up with this war that they nearly blew 

up their general, and there’s more of the same coming to show that Putin’s Army officers are peeved with what he’s 

having them do in Ukraine, too. You can listen to the non-translated audio footage above, in which Russian colonels call 

Putin obscene names. 

Via Business Insider, the audio also features these officers going off on a close Putin ally, Russia’s minister of defense 

Sergei Shoigu, who signed onto Putin’s plan to invade Ukraine months ago. The colonels (one of them being Lieutenant 

Colonel Vladimirovich Vlasov) described Shoigu as “completely ------- incompetent” and “just a ------- showman, for ----- 

sake.” In addition, Vlasov goes off on Gen. Alexander Dvornikov (who has apparently been off the scene for weeks, and 

he’s not alone, since Putin’s been firing military leaders like crazy) as a “brainless ------- idiot.” 

Putin’s Lap Dog Humiliated by Fed-Up Guest on His Own Show - Determined to quash support for Ukraine in 

its ongoing self-defense against Russian aggression, the Kremlin has issued a slew of threats against the West, magnified 

and echoed by the pliant state media. But instead of scaring NATO into backing off, that strategy seems to be causing 

something of a domestic fallout, with masses of everyday Russians fearing the idea of an imminent nuclear war that has 

been pushed by propagandists. It seems that now, even the most dedicated propagandists are becoming alarmed by the 

side effects of the Kremlin’s fear tactics. 

Thursday’s state TV program, The Evening With Vladimir Solovyov, began with familiar rhetoric but was met with some 

unexpected resistance. The host, Vladimir Solovyov, ranted and threatened the West with gusto: “I’m so sick of them! 

Constantly reading about whatever they will come up with next, like their new lists of sanctions, and thinking, ‘Guys, I’m 

sick of you!’” 

Solovyov, who lost his multimillion-dollar villas in Italy because of Western sanctions, bitterly complained about the 

increasing cost of Putin’s invasion of Ukraine. Instead of suggesting Russian troops pull out from their neighbor’s territory, 

the state TV host followed what appears to be the officially approved line of rhetoric, promoting the idea of 

unprecedented escalation. 

But there was one pundit in the studio who was clearly fed up with the fear-mongering—and he made it known. When 

it was his turn to speak, political scientist Sergey Mikheyev couldn’t contain his rage. “There is a flood of information, 
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including our mainstream media, about how scary and terrible everything is. About 500 times per day, on every channel, 

every talk show, they’re talking about how many more weapons are being sent, how frightening they are,” he fumed. 

In a rare instance of transparency on Russian state TV, Mikheyev acknowledged that he thinks the changes in public 

opinion have been destabilizing the entire country. “Working with public opinion is crucially important, because the 

stability inside of the country depends on the stability of public opinion. The public opinion, day to night, only hears about 

the characteristics of foreign weapons, they don’t understand what happens next,” he said, “They tell us, ‘Terrible 

weapons are arriving over there, they keep coming and coming. They [Ukraine] promised not to utilize them a certain 

way, but most likely will do it anyway—and that will lead to World War III.’ Then we’re being told, ‘Calm down, comrades, 

everything will be alright. Don’t you worry, there’s nothing to worry about.’” 

Solovyov had claimed that Russia “could spit” on the weapons provided for Ukraine’s self-defense against Russian 

aggression, boasting about more advanced arms that have been manufactured specifically for a future confrontation 

with NATO. “We’ve been anticipating this,” Solovyov said. “Everyone understood that after we destroy all of Ukraine’s 

weapons—which happened long ago, we destroyed all Soviet-made arms—the time would come to demilitarize NATO.” 

The host flippantly told the audience: “Just calm down. Our guys are doing their job. They’re doing it correctly. All the 

hysteria in the West confirms that we’re moving towards our goal. Of course, we’d like it to go faster, but how could we 

leave our flanks unprotected? We can’t expose Kaliningrad or the border with Finland. We understand: our next 

operation may be war with NATO.” 

Mikheyev challenged the host on that point, too. Complaining about the messaging employed by many prominent state 

media mouthpieces, the pundit noted with visible aggravation: “It’s rolling in: those will send [weapons] and so will 

others, on and on; they will most likely try to use them. The common man asks: ‘What happens next?’ and the answer is, 

‘Be calm, comrades. Next comes WWIII. Keep on working, don’t worry about a thing, keep minding your business. The 

nuclear war is coming. That’s all.’ 

Staring at Solovyov, Mikheyev asked: “What is that? Is that a normal approach? Is that the way to work with public 

opinion? This is something to think about… People are getting worried. Realistically, we have a huge number of people 

who are extremely concerned about this.” 

Thousands Swept Up as Kremlin Clamps Down on War Criticism - Vladimir Efimov, a local politician on the 

Kamchatka Peninsula in Russia’s Far East, was charged with “discrediting the army” and ordered to pay a $500 fine three 

times in recent months over antiwar images that he displayed on social media. 

When he continued, reposting battlefield pictures like the wholesale destruction of the Ukrainian port city of Mariupol 

under Russian bombardment, prosecutors ratcheted up the charges and accused him of a felony — punishable by up to 

five years in prison or stiffer fines. 

“They thought that I would be afraid,” Mr. Efimov said, that the fines “would give me cold feet and make me hide away.” 

Three months ago, President Vladimir V. Putin signed into law draconian measures designed to silence war critics, putting 

even use of the word “war” off-limits. They prompted some Russians appalled by the invasion to flee the country, forced 

independent news outlets to shut down, and created a climate of suspicion in which neighbor turned on neighbor. 

While the laws initially led to a few, highly publicized cases, it is now becoming clear that local prosecutors nationwide 

are applying them with particular zeal. 

At least 50 people face prison sentences of up to either 10 years or five years hard labor, or fines of as much as $77,000, 

for spreading “false information” about the military. More than 2,000 people have been charged with lesser infractions, 

according to a human rights organization that tracks cases nationwide. 
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The charges piling up against activists, politicians, journalists and ordinary Russians in big cities and remote towns, from 

Kamchatka in the Far East to Kaliningrad in the west, provide a stark gauge of how the Kremlin has intensified the 

repression of those who criticize the war. 

“Clearly, the goal was to have a chilling effect on the public and on any critical voices against the military operation,” said 

Pavel Chikov, the head of the Agora Human Rights Group, which tallied the cases and has helped to defend some of the 

accused. “To a certain extent it was successful, because people are kind of cautious about how they express their 

opinions.” 

The two laws address slightly different actions. The harsher one criminalized deliberately spreading “false information” 

about the military, interpreted as anything outside the official version of events. If the actions cause undefined “grave 

consequences,” the sentence goes up to 15 years imprisonment or an $80,000 fine. 

The second outlawed virtually any protest or public criticism of the war as potentially “discrediting” the military, in a kind 

of “three strikes” law. It carries fines for the initial incidents, while repeat offenders face criminal charges that carry 

prison sentences of up to five years or financial penalties. To date, four criminal cases have emerged from among the 

2,000 charged, but the numbers are expected to rise, Mr. Chikov said. 

“If we talk about cases involving freedom of expression, I will say it is the highest number ever,” he added. 

Sanctions 

Russia will lose its relevance in OPEC+ as sanctions continue to weigh on oil production - Russia will become 

less relevant to the OPEC+ group over time, a top energy analyst told CNBC Friday.  

Dan Pickering, chief investment officer at Pickering Energy Partners, thinks that sanctions from the US and EU will 

continue to mount and weigh on the Kremlin and force Europe to more heavily rely on other sources to streamline oil 

supply.  

"Russia will, by default, slowly start to see its production decline," Pickering said. "It'll  become less relevant in this cartel 

group as Europe and the rest of the world starts to sanction Russia." 

Russia is not an official member of OPEC. The Kremlin has played a large role in the body since 2016 in organizing exports 

of oil. 

Pickering added that OPEC lacks a strong reserve of oil supply besides that of Saudi Arabia and the UAE to keep prices 

level. OPEC will need to lean on a handful of countries, Pickering says, in order to boost supply and fully pivot away from 

Russian oil. 

He noted that President Biden's latest trip to Saudi Arabia is a sign of desperation to bring consumer gas prices down.  

"It's a somewhat unusual situation for the US to be hat-in-hand, but that's where it's at," Pickering said.  

Containment 

U.S. general calls on West to send fighter jets to Ukraine ‘as soon as possible' - The commanding general of 

the California National Guard is calling on U.S. and other Western officials to explore sending fighter jets to Ukraine “as 

soon as possible,” rekindling a longstanding request by Kyiv. 
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In a statement to POLITICO on Friday, Maj. Gen. David Baldwin, California National Guard adjutant general, also said 

sending Soviet-era MiG fighters in the near term is the best “immediate solution.” 

“MiGs are the best immediate solution to support the Ukrainians, but U.S. or western fighters are options that should be 

explored as soon as possible,” Baldwin said. 

The comments come a day after Baldwin told reporters that U.S. military officials are working with Ukrainian counterparts 

on Kyiv’s request to Western nations for fighter aircraft to help repel the Russian invasion. 

Although a three-way deal to send U.S. F-16s to Poland if Warsaw provided MiGs to Ukraine fell apart in March, Guard 

officials are still “steering them” toward the Soviet-era planes in the near term. 

“There is a lot of goodness in them going to MiGs because they are already trained in that, but if they are going to use 

Western-type aircraft, it’s a discussion about numbers and types and capabilities of aircraft that may be available,” 

Baldwin said.  

Ukrainian fighter calls US soldier for help 

fixing Javelin missile launcher – A 

Washington National Guardsman fulfilled a 

unique role recently by providing tech support 

so a Ukrainian soldier could fix his Javelin anti-

tank missile system 

The story was first shared on Twitter by Steve 

Beynon with Military.com and involved a U.S. 

soldier with the Washington National Guard, 

who got a phone call from a Ukrainian fighter 

he’d met on a training exercise. The Ukrainian 

soldier needed help solving an issue with his 

javelin, and so they talked it through. 

As Beynon wrote on Twitter, a half-hour later, the soldier got a call back from the Ukrainian fighter, who said that he’d 

gone on to blow up a Russian military vehicle. 

As Task & Purpose’s Jeff Schogol previously reported, it can take just 30 minutes to learn how to use the weapon — or 

to troubleshoot a problem, as this recent story shows. And then there’s the weapon’s ability to strike targets head-on, or 

from above, which makes it all the more effective on enemy armor.  

As for why a Washington National Guardsman got an out-of-the-blue call from a Ukrainian fighter, the answer is pretty 

simple: They’d trained together. The Guardsman was one of roughly 160 members of the Washington National Guard’s 

81st Brigade who took part in a multinational training exercise with Ukrainian forces in 2021, Shagren told Task & 

Purpose.  

U.S. troops working with partner forces is nothing new — with many training alongside Ukrainian soldiers in recent years, 

and even in the lead up to Russia’s Feb. 24 invasion of the country. 

The U.S. Military Is Sending Another Massive Arsenal Of Weapons To Ukraine - The Biden Administration has 

pledged to send Ukraine a $700 million dollar aid package to assist in the war with Russia. Included in this latest military 

aid for President Zelensky’s embattled government is what Ukraine has been asking for since the war started; advanced 

rocket systems and munitions to more accurately hit key Russian targets on the battlefield.  
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This aid package is the 11th one sent by the United States since the war began and is part of the 40 billion dollar aid 

package that Washington recently promised. In a long op-ed he wrote, and was published in the New York Times, 

President Biden said: 

“I am announcing a significant new security assistance package to provide timely and critical aid to the Ukrainian 

military. Thanks to the additional funding for Ukraine, passed with overwhelmingly bipartisan support in the U.S. 

Congress, the United States will be able to keep providing Ukraine with more of the weapons that they are using 

so effectively to repel Russian attacks. 

“This new package will arm them with new capabilities and advanced weaponry, including HIMARS with 

battlefield munitions, to defend their territory from Russian advances,” the president added. “We will continue 

to lead the world in providing historic assistance to support Ukraine’s fight for freedom.” 

The aid that the United States is sending to Ukraine to fight the invasion consists of the following: 

• Four High Mobility Artillery Rocket Systems, known as HIMARS, and ammunition 

• Five counter-artillery radars; 

• Two air surveillance radars; 

• 1,000 Javelins and 50 Command Launch Units; 

• 6,000 antiarmor weapons; 

• 15,000 rounds of 155mm artillery for the M777 howitzers; 

• Four Mi-17 helicopters; 

• 15 tactical vehicles; 

• Spare parts and equipment. 

Geopolitics 

Estonia: Governing coalition collapses - After removing her coalition partner, Prime Minister Kaja Kallas is set to 

start power-sharing talks with two small center-leaning parties.  

Estonia's Prime Minister Kaja Kallas was looking for new partners to form a coalition after she kicked out her former allies 

from the government on Friday, 

She broke up with the center-left Center Party after it sided with the far-right opposition EKRE party to block government 

reform of primary education. 

The Center Party also demanded an increase in child and family benefits, which Kallas' Reform Party opposed. 

"Estonia needs a functioning government based on common values now more than ever. The security situation in Europe 

does not give me, as prime minister, the possibility of continuing cooperation with the Centre Party," Kallas said. 

Russia-Dependent Armenia Shies Away From Openly Backing Moscow on Ukraine War - Bilateral relations 

with Russia remain of crucial importance to Armenia, given the small South Caucasus country’s difficult security 

predicament. Yet these considerations extend beyond hard military factors. Russia monopolizes Armenia’s energy supply, 

exemplified, in particular, by Gazprom’s direct ownership of the Armenian pipeline and natural gas distribution network 

as well as control of the electric power grid by an ethnic-Armenian owner with strong connections to the Russian 

government. The Armenian economy is considerably dependent on remittances from its citizens working in Russia. And 

in recent months, since the beginning of the large-scale Russian invasion of Ukraine, the government in Yerevan faces 

the difficult task of securing a continuous supply of grain and other staple foods for its population while avoiding militarily 

supporting Russia in its war of aggression. 
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Allegations of Armenia backing Russian actions against Ukraine present one of the most sensitive issues. Although 

Moscow would never bother asking for Yerevan’s consent to redeploy some Russian troops from its 102nd military base 

in Gyumri to Ukraine, even the theoretical possibility of such a move worries the Armenian establishment—especially if 

assertions to this effect first originate from Azerbaijan (EurasiaNet, March 11). Back in March, an Azerbaijani website 

claimed, and then a private Turkish television channel repeated the story, that Armenia supplied four Su-30SM fighter 

aircraft (acquired in 2020) to Russia for deployment against Ukraine. Quickly, the authorities responded by inviting the 

local defense attachés from European Union and North Atlantic Treaty Organization (NATO) member states to the airbase 

in order to prove that such allegations were groundless (Hetq.am, March 31). 

Other issues may potentially also strain bilateral relations between Moscow and Yerevan: minimal Russian support to 

Armenia during and after the 44-day war; Russia’s mistrust of the Armenian-Azerbaijani negotiations under the auspices 

of the European Union (see EDM, April 14, May 18, 31); as well as the Armenian opposition’s belligerently pro-Russian 

rhetoric. Neither side wishes to escalate any of those or other sources of friction into an open confrontation at this time—

Armenia due to its vulnerability vis-à-vis Azerbaijan and Russia because of its focus on the war in Ukraine and need to 

hold on to “loyal” allies (see EDM, June 2). Nonetheless, these disagreements will likely continue to bring discomfort in 

Yerevan. 


